The rough-terrain problem: accurate foot targeting as a function of visual information regarding target location.
The authors examined step-cycle regulation to accurately land on a single target. They also examined the effect of decreasing and increasing visual information regarding target location. Visual information was decreased with goggles that obstructed the lower visual field, removing information of the target and foot relative to target in the two steps before the target. Visual information was increased by adding 4 vertical poles (2.1 m tall) around the target location. A total of 14 participants landed with 1 foot on a flat target placed halfway down a walkway and continued walking. During target approach, step length variability increased and foot placement variability decreased. The final stride onto the target was longer and smoother than the penultimate stride, which may reflect that modifications were made earlier to reduce modifications needed in the final stride. Foot-target accuracy was reduced by lower visual-field obstruction. In the steps preceding the target, the presence of poles describing target location modified foot-placement variability, stride length, swing-trajectory smoothness, and head angle. However, foot-target accuracy was not modified by increased visual information regarding target location. That is, the presence of poles modified how the task was performed but did not alter the outcome. Therefore, view of the foot relative to the target is more important than view of target location in the control of a foot-targeting task.